We design forward and backward fault-tolerant conversion circuits, which convert between the Steane code and the 15-qubit Reed-Muller quantum code so as to provide a universal transversal gate set. In our method, only 7 out of total 14 code stabilizers need to be measured, and we further enhance the circuit by simplifying some stabilizers; thus, we need only to measure eight weight-4 stabilizers for one round of forward conversion and seven weight-4 stabilizers for one round of backward conversion. For conversion, we treat random single-qubit errors and their influence on syndromes of gauge operators, and our novel single-step process enables more efficient fault-tolerant conversion between these two codes. We make our method quite general by showing how to convert between any two adjacent Reed-Muller quantum codes RM(1, m) and RM (1, m + 1), for which we need only measure stabilizers whose number scales linearly with m rather than exponentially with m obtained in previous work. We provide the explicit mathematical expression for the necessary stabilizers and the concomitant resources required.
I. INTRODUCTION
convert between adjacent order-one RMQCs and, in §VII we elaborate on our simulation process and cost analysis. We conclude in §VIII.
II. BASIC KNOWLEDGE
In this section, we give the basic concept of quantum error correction (QEC) and the stabilizer groups for the Steane code, the 15-qubit RMQC and ERMQC. From the relations for the stabilizer groups, we design the conversion scheme in following sections.
QEC [1] [2] [3] is an effective way to protect the information from the influence of noise. The quantum block notation [[n, k, d]] refers to encoding k logical qubits into n physical qubits with code distance d so that t < d/2 random errors can be detected and corrected by syndrome measurements and error correction processes. The order-one RMQC [18] is written as RM(1, m) = [[M − 1, 1, 3] ], which encodes 1 logical qubit into M − 1 qubits with distance 3 for M := 2 m . Adjacent codes are RM(1, m) and RM (1, m + 1). The Steane code is written as RM(1, 3) and the 15-qubit RMQC is written as RM (1, 4) ; in the framework of RMQC, they are adjacent RMQCs.
RMQCs are derived from the recursively defined classical order-one Reed-Muller code [32] . By deleting the first row and column of the generator matrix for the classical Reed-Muller code, we obtain RM(1, 3)'s generator matrix 
which can be used recursively to obtain the generator matrix for RM (1, m + 1) given bȳ
(1, m) 1 . . .
whereb M := b ⊗M , b ∈ {0, 1}.
As all RMQCs are Calderbank-Shor-Steane codes [33, 34] , we can subdivide their stabilizers into two parts corresponding to phase errors (X stabilizers) and flip errors (Z stabilizers). The X parts are obtained from the generator matrix of the code, and the Z parts are obtained from the generator matrix of the dual code, which is also the parity-check matrix of the code. As RM(1, 3) is self dual [32] , the stabilizers of the Steane code can be written as 
where G B∈{X,Z} is a matrix obtained from G by substituting 1 by B and substituting 0 by I. As the Steane code is self dual, it is transversal for logicalH
where n is the number of qubits for the code [27, 35] . When m ≥ 3, RM(1, m) is contained in its dual [32] . For the case m = 4, we define a matrix 
and we haveH 
withH andH B∈{X,Z} related in the same way as G and
and the parity-check matrix for RM(1, 4) is the vertical concatenation of the two matricesḠ(1, 4) andH (1, 4) . Thus, the stabilizers of the 15-qubit RMQC are 
As the syndromes ofḠ(1, 4) Z can unambiguously discriminate all single-qubit X errors, the syndromes ofH (1, 4) Z are often omitted. The code is triply-even as its weight is 8 so it is transversal for logical T := T ⊗n [27, 35] . From Eq. (2) we can see the 15-qubit RMQC comprises two blocks of Steane code for the first and last 7-qubit blocks plus another interconnecting qubit labeled 8. This interconnecting qubit entangles with the last 7-qubit block of Steane code. Thus, we can prepare an 8-qubit quantum state |φ = 1/ √ 2 (|0 |0 3 + |1 |1 3 ) in the last 8 qubits [25] , where |b m , b ∈ {0, 1}, is the logical bit b encoded into the RM(1, m) code.
Together with the Steane code |ψ = α |0 3 + β |1 3 , we construct a 15-qubit ERMQC
We refer to Eq. (12) as the no-error case for preparation of the 15-qubit ERMQC, and this ideal input preparation (12) is justified in the realistic case by introducing fault-tolerant preparation using gadgets [36] . The stabilizer group for this code can be expressed as
It is also transversal for logicalH as it is self dual. There is no information in the last 8 qubits so it has the same logical operations as the Steane code. We define a subsystem code with the stabilizers of
Pauli operators that commute with both the stabilizers and logical operators generate the gauge group [27] so the gauge group of this subsystem code is
Both the 15-qubit RMQC and the ERMQC belong to this subsystem code with different gauge operators so they can convert to each other by gauge fixing. 
Based on the theory of subsystem codes, ADP14 shows how to convert from RM(1, m) to RM(1, m + 1). They first fault-tolerantly prepare the ERMQC, fault-tolerantly measure the 2 m+1 − 2 stabilizer generators of RM(1, m + 1), error-correct given the first 2 m+1 − m − 2 syndrome bits, and restore the last m syndrome bits using their associated pure errors. To convert from RM(1, m + 1) to RM(1, m), they simply fault-tolerantly measure the 2 m+1 − 2 stabilizer generators of ERMQC, use the first 2 m+1 − m − 2 syndrome bits to diagnose errors, and restore the last m syndrome bits using the associated pure errors [25] .
Here we improve the fault-tolerant code conversion method of ADP14 by exponentially reducing the number of stabilizer measurements from 2 m+1 − 2 to 2m + 1, which thereby significantly reduces the resource requirement. Furthermore we use the relations between these stabilizers to simplify the stabilizer measurements. For code conversion, we consider single-qubit errors and their influence on the gauge operators so as to achieve fault-tolerant conversion.
In the following we first use conversion between the Steane code and the 15-qubit RMQC as an example to describe conversion, simplification of stabilizer measurements, the single-step error-correction and code-conversion process, and then generalize this conversion to any adjacent RMQCs.
IV. CONVERSION FROM THE STEANE CODE TO THE 15-QUBIT RMQC
In this section we deal with forward conversion, which converts from the Steane code to the 15-qubit RMQC. From Eqs. (10) and (13), we see that the ERMQC satisfies all the other stabilizers of the 15-qubit RMQC except for H(1, 4) 
for M(H) denoting the syndrome measurement result of stabilizerH. Operations are then performed on the collapsed state according to syndromes as shown in Table I in order to get the 15-qubit RMQC. The operations shown in Table I are chosen as follows. For example, if we obtain S 1 = S 2 = 0 and S 3 = 1, then we need to use X-type operations, which commute with all Z-type stabilizers exceptH(1, 4) Z 3 so we can choose X 12 X 13 X 14 X 15 as the operations. If we obtain S 1 = S 2 = 1 and S 3 = 0, then we can choose the operations as X 9 X 10 X 13 X 14 , which anti-commute withH(1, 4)
but commute with all the others. We can divide our analysis into two cases: the no-error case, which assumes ideal state preparation (12) , and the case of a single-qubit error occurring before the code conversion. In the case of a single-qubit error, this error can influence the syndromes of Table I and accordingly result in wrong operations so we need to distinguish single-qubit errors and fix the syndromes before the corrections in Table I . The syndromes of S(1, 4) are
and the single-qubit errors are shown in Table II . By the X-type syndromes of Table II , we can identify the single-qubit Z error represented as Z i . The error Z i has no influence on the syndromes of Table I so we need only add the Z i operation in the correction process. Similarly, by the Z-type syndromes of Table II , we can identify the single-qubit X error written as X j . However, this X error could also result in wrong syndromes of Table I so we need to consider the influence of this error when choosing the operations. Let us consider the point in Fig. 1 subsequent to the S 3 measurement at which point we have measured all three syndromes S 1 , S 2 and S 3 . Then we can simplify the measurement according to
where we have used commutativity of Z operators in the second step and, for the third step, we have used the syndrome definition (16) and the expression forH(1, 4) Z i given in Eq. (8). Generalizing Eq. (18), we obtain the simplifying assignments
Unfortunately
cannot be simplified in this way. However, it can be divided into two weight-4 stabilizers
in order to be experimentally realistic since both of them commute with all the stabilizers. The total set of Z-type syndromes is {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S 8 }. Using the technique shown in Eq. (18), we obtain three additional relations
and Table II to deduce the single-qubit X error X j . Then we modify the first three syndromes S 1,2,3 using the relation
Now we use the modified S 1,2,3 and Table I to deduce the operations written as X sub . Thus, the total operations we need to perform for the correction process are X sub X j Z i ; by these operations we obtain the 15-qubit RMQC. The forward conversion circuit is shown in Fig. 1 , where we first prepare the entangled state of a single qubit with the Steane-code qubits, these ancillary qubits together with the initial Steane code form the ERMQC. Then we measure four weight-8 X type stabilizers and eight weight-4 Z type stabilizers. Preparation and syndrome measurements shown in Fig. 1 are not fault-tolerant as the single error may spread into multiple errors. The fault-tolerant preparation can be realized by using gadgets [36] . In order to ensure fault-tolerant measurement, we use the Shor state [37], 
or use encoded Bell pairs [38] , use encoded blocks [39, 40] , or by adding flags [41] which reduces requisite resources significantly, to perform syndrome measurement, repeat the syndrome measurement three times and then make a majority vote to ensure fault-tolerant measurement.
Recall that we separately consider the no-error case (12) and the case of a single-qubit error. Even in the noerror case, subsequent to the S 1 , S 2 and S 3 syndrome measurements, the ERMQC collapses to the 15-qubit RMQC with probability 1/8. Thus, we need to apply the fixing operation shown in Table I with probability 7/8. This fixing operation is shown as the correct box in Fig. 1 . After this correction we need another round of syndrome measurements; this round needs 8 ancillary qubits to measure the stabilizers ofḠ (1, 4) X andḠ(1, 4) Z in order to judge whether an error happened during the correction process. If an error happened in the correction phase, then we need to repeat the correction and syndrome measurement one more time. As we assume the error probability is sufficiently small that we can ignore more than one error occurring during the entire process, we are sure that all eight syndromes are zero in this final step, which we verify by this final syndrome measurement.
If we only want to fault-tolerantly convert from the Steane code to the 15-qubit RMQC, as the code distance is 3, one error is allowed in the final code block. Single Z errors do not have any influence on the gauge operators, summarized in Table I , that we have used to do conversion, so these single Z errors do not propagate to multiple errors. Thus, we do not need to measure the four X type syndromes which are used to diagnose the Z errors, the ancillary qubits 9-12 in Fig. 1 can be omitted, this time we need only measure eight weight-4 Z type stabilizers. After the correct operation, there may be one single-qubit error in the code, but fault-tolerant conversion is fulfilled.
V. CONVERSION FROM THE 15-QUBIT RMQC TO THE STEANE CODE
In this section we deal with the backward conversion, which first converts from the 15-qubit RMQC to the ERMQC then drops the last 8 qubits to get the Steane code.
As in §IV, we first deal with the ideal case of no error in the 15-qubit RMQC. From Eqs. (10) and (13), we see 
that the 15-qubit RMQC satisfies all the other stabilizers of the ERMQC except forḠ (1, 3) X i , i = 1, 2, 3. Thus, we measure these three stabilizersḠ (1, 3) X i , i = 1, 2, 3, given in Eq. (5), and write the i th X syndrome as
Following the syndrome measurements, we perform the fixing operations on the collapsed state according to Table III . In Table III the operations are chosen similar as before in §IV. For example, if we obtain S 1 = S 2 = 0 and S 3 = 1, then we can choose Z 3 Z 7 Z 11 Z 15 as the fixing operations, which anti-commute withḠ(1, 3) X 3 but commute with all the other stabilizers of S 3 4 .
We now consider random single-qubit errors and their influence on the syndromes of Table III using an approach similar to that used in §IV. First we measure the Z-type syndromes of Table II to deduce the single-qubit X error on qubit i, written as X i . This single-qubit error has no influence on the syndromes of Table III so we need only add the X i operation in the correction process. For the X-type syndromes, as we already have the syndromes S 1 , S 2 and S 3 , similar as in §IV, by generalizing Eq. (18), we obtain the simplifying assignments
The relations between these X-type syndromes and S(1, 4) 
We use the syndrome set {S 1 , S 2 , . . . , S 7 } and the relations in Eq. (26) as well as Table II to deduce the single-qubit Z error denoted Z j . Following we modify the first three syndromes according to
Now we use the fixed syndromes S 1,2,3 and Table III to get the operations written as Z sub , the total operations we need to perform in the correction process is Z sub Z j X i , by these operations we get the 15-qubit ERMQC. Then we can discard the last 8 qubits to get the Steane code. The backward conversion circuit is shown in Fig. 2 , which shows that we need to measure four weight-8 Z type stabilizers and seven weight-4 X type stabilizers. To guaranty fault tolerance, the method used in §IV to make faulttolerant measurements should also be applied here. The probability of obtaining the correct Steane code without applying the fixing operation is also 1/8 for the no-error case as is the case for forward conversion. Thus, with probability 1/8, the procedure terminates here with no error. Otherwise, in order to obtain the correct Steane code without error, then, after the correction process, we undertake another round of syndrome measurements; this additional round needs six ancillary qubits to measure the stabilizers ofḠ (1, 3) X andḠ(1, 3) Z to determine whether an error happened during the correction process.
If an error is detected, we repeat the correction and syndrome measurement one more time. Then, because we allow only one error, the procedure is complete. As in §IV, if we only want to fulfill fault-tolerant conversion, the ancillary qubits 8-11 in Fig. 2 , which are used to diagnose the single X errors, can be omitted. Thus we need only measure seven weight-4 X type stabilizers. 
. At the end of the circuit we get the 15-qubit ERMQC, and then, by deleting the last 8 qubits, we obtain Steane code.
VI. CONVERSION BETWEEN ADJACENT RMQCS
As the recursive relation (2) exists for all adjacent RMQCs, denoted RM(1, m) and RM (1, m + 1), our method is suitable for all conversions between these adjacent codes. Now we explain how to convert between adjacent RMQCs and the resources needed.
Beginning with the case m = 3 and Eq. (2), we obtain the generator matrixḠ(1, m) andḠ (1, m + 1) for RM(1, m) and RM (1, m + 1). Accordingly we can define a matrix
. . .
from m = 4 whereH
andH
and 1 (x, y) means a vector is 1 at the positions of x, y, x + 2 m , y + 2 m , and 0 for the other elements. We can verifỹ
and the parity-check matrix for RM(1, m + 1), namely,H (1, m + 1), is the vertical concatenation ofḠ (1, m + 1) andH (1, m + 1). Thus, the stabilizer group for RM (1, m + 1) can be written as
The ERMQC for conversion from m to m + 1 can be written as
The stabilizer group for this code can be written as
Both the RMQC and ERMQC correspond to a subsystem code with stabilizer group of
with different gauge operators so they can convert to each other by gauge fixing. For forward conversion, which converts from RM(1, m) to RM (1, m + 1), we compare Eq. (34) with Eq. (32) to discover that the first m stabilizers ofH (1, m + 1) Z may not be satisfied. Thus, in order to convert forward, we need only measure these m stabilizers and choose the corresponding operations to correct the collapsed state to RM (1, m + 1). These X-type operations can be chosen similar as in §IV, which commute with all the other stabilizers except for the stabilizers which were measured to be 1.
For backward conversion, which converts from RM (1, m + 1) to RM(1, m), we discover that the stabilizers Ḡ (1, m) ⊗0 2 m X of ERMQC may not be satisfied by comparing Eq. (32) with Eq. (34). Thus, we need m ancillary qubits to measure these stabilizers and do corresponding operations to get the ERMQC. Finally we drop the last 2 m qubits to obtain RM(1, m). Consider the random single-qubit errors, for both directions of conversion, we need also measure the stabilizers ofḠ (1, m + 1)
X andḠ (1, m + 1) Z to distinguish the single-qubit errors, and fix the first m syndromes using the relations in Eqs. (23) and (27) with n = 1, 2, . . . , m respectively. Then, by using the fixed syndromes, we choose the correct fixing operations and perform error correction and fixing operations in one single step.
Following the above description, we need to separately measure 3m + 2 stabilizers for both forward and backward conversion. For forward conversion we need to measure separately m + 1 weight-2 m X, Z type stabilizers and m weight-4 Z type stabilizers, and, for backward conversion, we need to measure separately m + 1 weight-2 m X, Z type stabilizers and m weight-2 m−1 X type stabilizers. Whereas, in Ref. [25] , they measure all the 2 m+1 − 2 stabilizers and refer to 2 m+1 − m − 2 syndromes to do error correction. For the case m = 3, the number of useful syndromes is the same, but for larger m, our method reduces the number exponentially with m.
Using the simplified method shown in Eq. (18), the resources can be further reduced. For forward conversion we need to measure m + 1 weight-2 m X type stabilizers, m weight-4 Z type stabilizers, m weight-(2 m − 4) Z type stabilizers plus one weight-2 m Z type stabilizer; for the backward conversion we need to measure m + 1 weight-2 m Z type stabilizers and 2m + 1 weight-2 m−1 X type stabilizers. For the case m = 3, if we divide the only weight-2 m Z type stabilizer into two weight-4 stabilizers, the number of syndromes is 12 and the total weights of the syndromes are 64 and 60 respectively for forward and backward conversion, the same as shown in Figs. 1 and 2 . If we only want to fulfill fault-tolerant conversion, the m + 1 X type stabilizer measurements for the forward conversion and the m + 1 Z type stabilizer measurements for the backward conversion can be omitted, and the number of stabilizers needed to be measured is reduced to 2m + 1.
VII. SIMULATION AND COST ANALYSIS
We simulate both directions of conversion using MATLAB R for the case of m = 3 and m = 4, where we introduce random single-qubit errors. The X-type stabilizer measurements are realized by first making a transversalH, defined in Eq. (6), to the code, which converts an X measurement to a Z measurement and vice versa. Thus, we can measure the corresponding Z-type stabilizers in the dual code. Then we use the transversalH to convert back to the original code space.
The simulation process is depicted in Fig. 3 . The computer programme is used to verify that, for any single-qubit errors in the input, our single-step error-correction and code-conversion process is performing correctly. The singlestep process includes first combining the syndromes according to Eqs. (18), (22) and (26) . Then, based on these syndromes, we diagnose the single-qubit errors and use relations (23) and (27) Table 26 in [29] plus the cost for |0 Steane , AvgCost(S i,k ) can be found in Table 12 the corresponding operations. Then we implement the operations and compare the actual output with the ideal output to check whether the circuit and the single-step process is correct. The result shows that, if we use all 3m + 2 syndromes, we obtain the correct output. If we only use 2m + 1 syndromes, we obtain the output with at most only one error. This error does not propagate during conversion as it is fault-tolerant.
In order to see the huge decrease in requisite resources, we compare the average resource requirement for three methods to realize the fault-tolerant logicalT gate for the Steane code. These three methods are the standard method [19, 20, 42] , the ADP14 method [25] and our simplified method. We assess using the average cost employed by Choi [29] which includes our previous counting of CNOT gates but also incorporates all gates, measurements and error rate. Specifically, we apply Choi's average-cost assessment [29] to the standard method. The average cost for ADP14 to realizeT is shown in Table IV , the average cost for our method to realizeT is shown in Table V .
In our calculation, we treat all physical gates and single-qubit measurements as having fixed unit cost. We treat the error rates of the qubit, gate and measurement as all being equal to ∈ (10 −6 − 10 −3 ) [43] . The calculation results for these three methods are shown in Table VI .
From these results, we see that our method reduces the resource overhead significantly compared with ADP14. The main reason for this cost reduction is that we only measure eight weight-4 syndromes for the forward conversion and seven weight-4 syndromes for the backward conversion, whereas ADP14 requires measurement of all eight weight-8 syndromes and six weight-4 syndromes. For larger m, the advantage of our method is evident as the syndromes are exponentially reduced from 2 m+1 − 2 to 2m + 1. Compared with the standard method for fault-tolerantly effecting a singleT gate, our method needs approximately twice the resource of it, as we first need to convert to the 15-qubit RMQC and then convert back to the Steane code after performing the transversalT gate. This double overhead is not a problem, though. We do not expect to TABLE V. Cost(our method), where Cost(entangleS) can be found in Table 26 in [29] plus the cost for |0 Steane , AvgCost(S i,k ) can be found in Table 12 convert back and forth between codes for each execution ofT . Once in the 15-qubit RMQC, we can execute many gates as long as the sequence is not interrupted by theH gate, which is not transversal in that code. Quantum-code conversion is valuable precisely for this reason: order the operations in the circuit so as many gates as possible can be performed transversally in one code before converting to the other code for a sequence of gates that can be performed transversally in that code. Moreover, the conversion between the two codes is also extremely important because we could convert the 15-qubit RMQC to the smaller Steane code so as to operate most of the gates more efficiently.
VIII. CONCLUSIONS
We use the special case of converting from the Steane code to the 15-qubit RMQC as an example to explain the simplified code-conversion method, in which the novel single-step process can diagnose the single qubit errors and also consider their influence on the gauge operators so as to fulfill fault-tolerant conversion. The required resource is further decreased by the relations between gauge operators and stabilizers.
We extend this special case to the general case of adjacent RMQCs, where the required number of stabilizer measurements is decreased to 2m + 1 from 2 m+1 − 2. In particular we provide explicit mathematical expression for all stabilizers that need to be measured for conversion, and we discuss all requisite ancillary qubits and stabilizers weights.
Conversion between RM(1, 3) and RM(1, 4) enables a universal transversal set of gates. Furthermore we can also convert between any adjacent order-one RMQCs so to non-adjacent RMQCs conversion, which enables all gates of the type 2 m−4 √ T to be transversal for m ≥ 4 [4] .
